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Grey Kitchens That Are 
Far From Boring

Wood Kitchens That 
Are Full of Charm

Inside a Bold 
Home Filled With 
Contemporary Art



Designed to Be
Distinguished

CONTACT 

+62 817 551 414 
info@mhllt.com

Visit our website:

www.mhllt.com

LOCATION 

Jl. Gn. Tangkuban Perahu 
No.303, Padangsambian 
Klod, Denpasar Bar., 
Kabupaten Badung, Bali 
80117
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Distinguished

Mahallati is an internationally 
acclaimed interior design, 
manufacturing and 
production firm based in bali, 
indonesia. 

With a team of over 
120 artisans, designers, 
woodcrafters, metal workers, 
upholsterers and consultants 
in related fields with over 

a century of collective 
industry experience; we 
work closely with our clients 
to create exceptional work. 
Our innovative workflow 
results in a true end-to-end 
solution and our growing 
portfolio of successfully 
executed projects have won 
awards and hearts across 3 
continents.
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Grey Kitchens That Are 
Far From Boring

Wood Kitchens That Are 
Full of Charm

Inside a Bold 
Home Filled With 
Contemporary Art

Brilliant Bonus Room 
Ideas

Perfectly Appointed 
Pink and Gray 
Bedrooms

Visually Inspired
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The possibilities for this sophisticated hue are endless.

GreY 
KItCHens 
tHat are far 
froM BorInG

16

While an all-white kitchen is 
timeless, experimenting with 
a grey palette can be just as 
chic. Grey cabinets, grey tiles, 
and grey decor can lend a 
sophisticated air to a kitchen. 
the classic neutral is not quite 
as stark as a white kitchen or 
as daring as a black design 
scheme.
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Grey Kitchens That Are Far From Boring Grey Kitchens That Are Far From Boring

In this glam Chicago home, a warm grey kitchen 
features a backsplash that’s lined with Moroccan tiles 
from Ann Sacks along and a cantilevered island with 
Carrara countertops to maximize space.

WarM GreY 
KItCHen

This Luxe Lincoln Park kitchen designed by Abruzzo 
Kitchen + Bath benefits from a striking grey palette. The 
design scheme includes a honed Bianca Perla Quartzite 
stone, painted cabinets, and wrought iron pulls. A 
cased opening showcases a La Cornue oven with black 
graphite and copper and nickel accents, along with a 
custom metal hood.

strIKInG GreY 
KItCHen
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Grey Kitchens That Are Far From Boring Grey Kitchens That Are Far From Boring

An abundance of grey tones fill a 
Manhattan kitchen designed by 
Steven Gambrel. The space, which 
is inspired by a popular London 
cocktail bar, includes custom 
kitchen cabinetry and an island, 
as well as glossy subway tiles by 
Ann Sacks. The chandelier is Serge 
Mouille.

Grey tiles in a pearl-like finish 
boost the style factor in this cozy 
kitchen, featuring black and white 
checkered flooring.

lonDon-InsPIreD 
GreY KItCHen

GlossY GreY 
KItCHen

The Miami aerie that 
supermodel Joan Smalls calls 
home features a kitchen that’s 
outfitted with grey seating by 
RH, Restoration Hardware, 
which complements the grey 
cabinetry.

eleGant 
GreY
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Grey Kitchens That Are Far From Boring Grey Kitchens That Are Far From Boring

Dark charcoal cabinetry adds 
contrast to the bright white walls 
and sleek marble countertop 
in the Chelsea kitchen of Etsy’s 
COO.

soPHIstICateD 
GreY KItCHen

An artwork by Mircea Suciu hangs 
on the sliding wall of bleached 
mahogany that separates the 
kitchen from the dining area in 
this contemporary Palm Springs 
apartment. In perfect contrast of 
the wood walls are the grey marble 
floors and metal cabinetry.

MoDern 
GreY 
KItCHen

Workshop/APD’s Matt Berman 
and Andrew Kotchen designed this 
grey kitchen with concrete floors 
and a matching island. Sunny 
yellow counter stools from Counter 
Evolution add to the look.

sleeK GreY
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Grey Kitchens That Are Far From Boring Grey Kitchens That Are Far From Boring

An industrial San Francisco home 
goes grey with sleek concrete 
floors and beams. The kitchen’s 
cabinetry is by Henrybuilt, the 
countertops are PentalQuartz, the 
faucet is by Dornbracht, the stools 
are by Overgaard & Dyrman and 
the wall sculpture is by Manuel 
Neri.

The grey country kitchen in a 
Long Island farmhouse features 
a marble sink with fittings by 
Sonoma Forge, the cabinetry is 
painted in Benjamin Moore’s 
Hearthstone, and a collection of 
1930s Bea Evan paintings found in 
Europe are in new frames by Bark 
Frameworks.

InDUstrIal 
GreY 
KItCHen

GreY 
farMHoUse 
KItCHen
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Grey Kitchens That Are Far From Boring Grey Kitchens That Are Far From Boring

When a Long Island beach house was made over into a chic 
abode designed for family life, the kitchen was given a cool 
grey update. The cabinetry is lacquered in a Ralph Lauren 
paint, the refrigerator and range are by Thermador and the 
kitchen island is stainless steel and walnut.

Cool GreY 
KItCHen

In a Mexican home nestled in the trees, 
the grey kitchen cabinetry, vent hood 
and table are by Boffi. The countertop 
is Caesarstone, the sink fittings are by 
Dornbracht, the range is by Wolf and the 
ovens are by Miele.

In a home characterized by whimsy, the 
kitchen takes a more serious note with 
grey cabinetry. The small table and chairs 
are by Jeanneret; the oven, cooktop and 
hood are by Aster Cucine.

MoDern 
treeHoUse GreY 
KItCHen

MonaCo GreY 
KItCHen

DarK GreY KItCHen
This mysterious yet inviting kitchen features 
a matte dark grey kitchen island. The 
custom-made stools and grey cabinetry are 
by Københavns Møbelsnedkeri.
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Grey Kitchens That Are Far From Boring Grey Kitchens That Are Far From Boring

A storied Manhattan townhouse 
is home to this cool grey kitchen, 
which has barstools by Philippe 
Starck and a vintage light fixture 
by Stilnovo. A dark hardwood floor 
adds a touch of warmth to the grey 
color scheme.

ConteMPorarY 
GreY KItCHen

In the kitchen of an Upper 
West Side apartment, the sink, 
fittings, and tile backsplash are by 
Waterworks. The range is by Wolf, 
the pendants are by Circa Lighting, 
the custom island has a Calacatta 
marble top, and the flooring is 
limestone with black-marble 
cabochons.

CoUntrY-CHIC 
GreY KItCHen

In this spacious Palm Beach 
kitchen crafted by the award-
winning design firm Pembrooke & 
Ives, grey cabinetry and millwork 
blends with the pops of white in 
the luxurious space.

PalM BeaCH 
GreY KItCHen
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WOOD KITCHENS 
THAT ARE FULL 
OF CHARM

Use creative touches to 
reorganize a cluttered or 
bare console.

W
O

O
D
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Grey Kitchens That Are Far From Boring Grey Kitchens That Are Far From Boring

This midcentury home, featuring a wood kitchen, is a 
lesson in California cool with its redwood cabinetry, a 
backsplash of penny tiles by Mission Tiles, an oven and 
dishwasher by Miele, and sink fittings by Vola.

CalIfornIa 
Cool

Wood finishes warm up 
this rustic Montana retreat 
by Seattle-based interior 
designer Kylee Shintaffer.

Montana retreat
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Wood Kitchens That Are Full of Charm Wood Kitchens That Are Full of Charm

An all-wood kitchen, which is surrounded 
by floor-to-ceiling windows, celebrates the 
beauty of the outdoors.

natUre-
InsPIreD

In this cozy kitchen with a walnut-
veneer island and cabinetry, 
concealed storage helps to 
maximize space while Tom Dixon 
pendant lights add a modern flair.

ParIsIan 
stYle
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Wood Kitchens That Are Full of Charm Wood Kitchens That Are Full of Charm

Chrissie Rucker, founder of The White Company, is 
known for her love of neutrals, as seen in her modern 
pool house kitchen. Rucker maintained visual interest 
by incorporated wood touches, such as timber flooring 
and a a thick-cut picnic bench for a relaxed vibe.

WeatHereD 
WooD

Light woods steal the show in this luxe kitchen designed 
by Ken Fulk. The space, which is in a 19th-century 
landmark home, has barstools by Lucca Studio, a 
chandelier by Vilhelm Lauritzen, and a kitchen island 
by Bulthaup.

reGan san 
franCIsCo 
KItCHen
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Wood Kitchens That Are Full of Charm Wood Kitchens That Are Full of Charm

In this welcoming wood kitchen by Lori Carroll & 
Associates, a curved island that’s complete with a built-
in bar adds an unexpected touch.

UneXPeCteD 
aCCents

The San Francisco kitchen of Vintner’s Daughter 
Founder April Gargiulo is a lesson in crafting a clean yet 
layered interior. Light woods play up the design’s airy 
feel, while chocolate brown accents add balance.

CalIfornIa 
stYle
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Wood Kitchens That Are Full of Charm Wood Kitchens That Are Full of Charm

Dark charcoal cabinetry adds 
contrast to the bright white walls 
and sleek marble countertop 
in the Chelsea kitchen of Etsy’s 
COO.

soPHIstICateD 
GreY KItCHen

The Kasliwal family, owners of 
the legendary Indian jewelry 
house Munnu the Gem Palace, 
incorporated wood accents into 
their intimate kitchen. The custom 
cabinetry was crafted by a local 
artisan, and the collection of brass 
urns add to the design’s visual 
appeal.

CUstoM 
sIMPlICItY

Floating wood shelves suit 
the clean lines and minimalist 
aesthetic of this Colorado space by 
BK Interior Design.

WooD WItH 
raIls
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In this unique kitchen design 
featuring the work of Brewster 
McLeod Architects, light wood 
accents complement bold red 
chairs.

A mix of wood elements, including 
bamboo flooring, walnut 
countertops, and an exposed 
ceiling add character to this 
kitchen by Baxter Design Group, 
Inc.

lIGHt WooD 
DetaIls

rUstIC WooD 
eleMents

Wood Kitchens That Are Full of Charm Wood Kitchens That Are Full of Charm
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Wood Kitchens That Are Full of Charm Wood Kitchens That Are Full of Charm

Brown Design Group achieved a 
warm and inviting atmosphere in 
this wood kitchen.

Actress Emmy Rossum’s 
Manhattan kitchen benefits from 
dark wood cabinetry by Scavolini, 
along with a range and hood by 
Bertazzoni, an antique runner 
from Stark, and a black and white 
photograph by Roger Mayne.

BrIGHt 
WooDs

DarK WooD 
KItCHen

lIGHt WooD For this contemporary kitchen, Malibu-based 
designer Taylor Ogle opted for open shelving 
in light wood tones as well as floor-to-ceiling 
glossy white tiles.
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Wood Kitchens That Are Full of Charm Wood Kitchens That Are Full of Charm

In this contemporary Boston 
kitchen by JN Interior Spaces, a 
blue glass backsplash pairs well 
with wood cabinetry.

ConteMPorarY looK

One highlight of designer Becky Shea’s open kitchen is 
tigerwood cabinetry, which is flanked with soapstone 
counters and an oversized glass backsplash. The ceiling, 
which is painted black, adds a dose of drama to the 
neutral look.

oPen ConCePt
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INSIDE A 
BOLD HOME 
FILLED 
WITH CON-

TEMPO-
RARY 
ART

Designer Holly A. Kopman had first 
worked with her client—a friend 
of hers—in 2010. When the client’s 
home in Mill Valley, California 
was due for another update, she 
turned to Kopman to help her 
show off an extensive collection 
of contemporary art that included 
artists like Swoon, Anne Weber, 
and Todd Hido. To spotlight the 
artworks without overwhelming 

them, the designer carefully 
selected luxurious wallcoverings 
and rugs in natural hues, and 
channeled her curator’s eyes into 
creating sculpturesque vignettes 
that mixed the client’s art 
collection with custom furnishings, 
transforming each corner of the 
house into its own immersive 
gallery. Discover the home here.
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Inside a Bold Home Filled With Contemporary Art Inside a Bold Home Filled With Contemporary Art

A custom console adorns the entryway from another 
angle, and the rug is from Tania Johnson Design. 
Kopman designed the console, which was then finished 
by Jafe Custom Finishing.

BrIGHt 
GallerY Wall

The living room boasts a high-
contrast color palette, with bold 
shades of black serving as an 
accent—which is particularly 
visible in the charcoal-black 
fireplace tile wall from Heath 
Ceramics and the black-and-white 
painting by San Francisco-based 
visual artist Charley Brown. A sofa 
from Holly Hunt looks out over a 

HIGH 
Contrasts

marble table—also from Holly 
Hunt—toward the pair of Jiun 
Ho chairs. Custom sconces 
look like dramatic sculptures, 
gesturing downward from the 
tops of the bookcase and the 
far wall. The rug is from Stark.
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For the home office, Kopman custom designed the 
desk and hutch—it was fabricated by Tom Sellars and 
finished by Jafe Custom Finishing. The top of the desk 
is upholstered in leather. An array of prints creates 
excitement in the neutral-hued space, from the Carolyn 
Ray window shades to the Lindsay Cowles wallpaper 
accenting the ceiling. A suspended lighting fixture from 
Apparatus Studio imitates the shapes of the pattern on 
the shades, and a soft wallcovering from Phillip Jeffries 
anchors its surroundings.

A David Weeks Studio light fixture 
hovers here over a custom table. 
The banquette is covered in custom, 
zigzag-print fabric from Dedar.

WallPaPereD 
CeIlInG

elaBorate 
faBrIC

Inside a Bold Home Filled With Contemporary Art Inside a Bold Home Filled With Contemporary Art
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Sheer Romo curtains filter 
abundant natural light into the 
dining room. A contemporary 
chandelier from John Pomp is 
positioned above a circular table 
with a wrought metal base from 
Gregorius Pineo. Mid-modern 
chairs from Michael Taylor 
surround the table on top of an 
antique Moroccan rug.

Originally, the cherry floors 
had a bright red hue, which was 
challenging to work around, 
especially in a cool-toned, 
contemporary environment, so 
Kopman chose to stain them to 
achieve a darker, subtler ebony. 
She revamped the kitchen with 

one-of-a-
KInD PIeCes

KItCHen 
transforMatIon

the help of Tim Cahoon, a local 
builder. Bold, smoke-colored 
pendants from Lindsey Adelman 
enhance the contemporary sense 
of the space, while the diagonal 
tile in varying shades of gray was 
sourced from Artistic Tile.

Inside a Bold Home Filled With Contemporary Art Inside a Bold Home Filled With Contemporary Art
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Creative ways to 
make use of your 
extra space.

If you’re lucky enough to have 

a bonus room in your home, 

it’s time to get creative and 

make use of the extra space. 

Bonus rooms are spaces 

that can help enhance your 

overall lifestyle, whether it’s a 

relaxing spot to practice yoga 

or an organized area to put 

your DIY skills to the test.

BRILLIANT 
BONUS 
ROOM 
IDEAS
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Brilliant Bonus Room Ideas Brilliant Bonus Room Ideas

Don’t fret if you were unable to finish your to-do list 
at work. Pick up where you left off in the comfort of 
your home office. This standout design by architect 
Carmel Greer includes a Noir Portuguese writing desk, 
the Eames Aluminum Desk Chair, and a custom jungle 
wallpaper print that’s based on a Rousseau painting.

Show off your DIY skills by creating a craft room in your 
home. For this elegant room by Kadlec Architecture + 
Design, varied storage ranging from baskets to shelving 
maintain organization.

offICe Craft rooM
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Brilliant Bonus Room Ideas Brilliant Bonus Room Ideas

Sarah Joy’s modern farmhouse 
features a neutral playroom, 
complete with a wire wall basket 
for books, a low shelf for yours, 
and, of course, a cozy tent for a 
dose of charm.

In Ivory Lane’s art room, 
this Serena & Lily hanging 
chair works as a whimsical 
seating option atop a Kate 
Spade rug. Shiplap walls 
provide a mellow contrast to 
a wallpapered ceiling.

PlaYrooM

CHIlDren’s 
art rooM
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Brilliant Bonus Room Ideas Brilliant Bonus Room Ideas

Add a playful touch to your home 
by incorporating a game room. 
For a Manhattan townhome, 
architecture firm Leroy Street 
Studio and designer James Aman 
designed a glamorous, kid-
friendly billiards room, featuring 
a chandelier by Stilnovo and a felt 
rug by Stark.

If you’re having a hard time 
making it to your local gym, carve 
out a space in your home to reach 
your fitness goals. A simple set-up 
with the right equipment, storage, 
and lighting are all you need to 
pull the space together.

GaMe rooM

GYM
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Brilliant Bonus Room Ideas Brilliant Bonus Room Ideas

GUest rooM lIBrarY

MeDItatIon 
rooM

Ensure overnight visitors have a chic and 
welcoming place to stay by carving out a 
dedicated guest room. This space, located 
in a sunny bungalow on the Adriatic coast, 
benefits from a striking purple accent wall and a 
headboard designed from a woven screen from 
Burundi. 

There’s something special about a well-design 
library. In this Parisian design from fashion 
star Andrew Gn, a sofa by Christian Liaigre in 
a Lelievre velvet complements a 19th-century 
wing chair covered in a vintage leopard print, 
and a 20th-century African stool.

Looking for a way to make your home more 
zen? Consider a meditation room, like 
this minimalist design scheme crafted by 
architect Fernando Arriaga for a Venezuelan 
businessman’s mountainside retreat. 
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Perfectly 
Appointed 
Pink and Gray 
Bedrooms

Soothing, chic, and 
striking spaces.

From millennial pink to Pantone’s 
Living Coral, we are safe to conclude 
that pink is having a moment. Pair it 
with a calming neutral—like, let’s say, 
gray—and you’re well on your way to 
a gorgeous interior. While this pairing 
can play well in all areas of the home, 
it’s the bedroom—a quiet retreat—in 
which the shades truly shine.
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Perfectly Appointed Pink and Gray Bedrooms Perfectly Appointed Pink and Gray Bedrooms

Michelle Gerson created a zen-inducing respite in 
this airy master bedroom, with a light gray sateen 
Philip Jeffries wallpaper and a blush shagreen leather 
headboard, paired with pink velvet bedding and a blush 
mohair carpet.

PeaCefUl 
PInKs

In a luxurious Upper East Side 
apartment, the airy design scheme 
is anchored by two pink Mariah 
Robertson prints above the bed’s 
alpaca velvet headboard.

aBstraCt 
art
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Perfectly Appointed Pink and Gray Bedrooms

Soft pink shades play into the bohemian style of this 
Kristine Peña-designed bedroom, while cool gray 
touches work to temper the feminine design.

BoHeMIan 
Contrast
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Perfectly Appointed Pink and Gray Bedrooms Perfectly Appointed Pink and Gray Bedrooms

For a luxe Fifth Avenue apartment inspired by the city 
skyline, interior designer Nicole Fuller wrapped the 
walls in a Shabin pale pink Italian plaster, accented 
by silver and gold leaf. The bed is bespoke wrapped 
in a gray Pavoni leather, and the silk gray linens are 
from E.Braun, paired with throw pillows from Bottega 
Venetta.

Pattern-
PUnCHeD 
Walls

Deep and saturated shades of gray and pink unite 
in this powerful and vivacious bedroom designed by 
Alessandra Branca.

satUrateD 
sHaDes
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Perfectly Appointed Pink and Gray Bedrooms Perfectly Appointed Pink and Gray Bedrooms

Designer Jenn Feldman elevated 
this calming bedroom design with 
luxurious bedding, including a 
tufted off-white bed topped with 
gray and pink accents.

`

DelICate 
toUCHes

A gray and pink palette in this 
Janie Molster-designed Florida 
bedroom features creative accents 
that breathe life into the calming 
space. “Quiet details amp up the 
glam factor,” Janie says, “Like the 
silver-leafed bedside chests and 
antique candelabra hanging above 
the headboard.”

GIlDeD DetaIls
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Perfectly Appointed Pink and Gray Bedrooms Perfectly Appointed Pink and Gray Bedrooms

PoP of PInK

In a minimalist, Scandinavian-
style bedroom nook by French 
By Design, a simply decorated 
bookshelf showcases a pop of 
pale pink, offering warmth in the 
cool-toned room.

In a Greystone mansion designed by Massucco Warner, 
textured pink walls, brass accents, and cool gray 
touches fuse together seamlessly, creating a vivacious 
and dynamic space.

JeWel tones
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BRANDINg

Visually Inspired Visually Inspired
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Visually Inspired Visually Inspired
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visually inspired.

PU
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Visually Inspired Visually Inspired
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Visually Inspired Visually Inspired
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Visually Inspired
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